
The Benefits
of SLIPLO
Skid Plate

Keep Your Car Looking Better Than
Ever

Eliminate steep driveway scrapes,
parking curb strikes, and deep pothole
bumper damage with this new amazing
add-on.

SLIPLO universal skid plate is the solution for a

protected, pristine bumper. It’s strong, easy to install,

and performs as promised to safeguard against damage.

Get Ready to Take On the World

Drive with confidence knowing that
your car is protected 

SLiPLO’s proprietary Polyurethane formulation gives our

bumper skid plate its durability and protective qualities.

It’s the same hard-wearing, high-performance material

that’s used on snow plows, designed to deliver high

strength, maximum cold-temperature flexibility, and

exceptional hydrolysis resistance.

No Drill Solution Allows for Easy
Installation

The smart way to protect your bumper

 You don’t need to drill, weld, fix rivets, or cure liquid

adhesive to fit SLiPLO bumper lip guard on your car!

Ultra-strong 3M adhesive means that SLiPLO attaches

directly to the under side of your bumper without the

need to use any hardware. This really is the ultimate in

bumper protection.

Enhance Gliding Properties While
Reducing Friction

Smoothly glide over asphalt and reduce
scraping noise

With it’s special foam acrylic adhesive and Easy Glide

Polyurethane blend, SLIPLO is incredibly strong, wear

resistant and also reduces your vehicles surface friction

area by 50%. This reduction leads to less surface area

coming into contact during impacts which results in

better gliding properties and a lot less scraping sound.

7 Million Dollar LaFerrari Aperta

Protect Any Bumper With One
Product

Patent pending universal modular
design

The universal one size fits all notched features combined

with the proper flexibility of the Polyurethane material

have been designed to fit virtually any shaped bumper.

The modular feature allows you to combine multiple

pieces to cover any size area including bumpers, rockers

and other high impact areas.

https://www.carid.com/sliplo/


We’ve Got You Covered

Drive with confidence knowing that your car is protected with SLiPLO.
Prevent bumper damage that result from steep driveway and parking

curb scrapes by adding a cushioning layer to resist impact.

Next Level Bumper Protection

Use our patent pending universal one size fits all design to protect your bumper
lip without the need to drill any holes or use any hardware.

Ferrari 488 GTB Bumper

YOUR FEATURES & BENEFITS

Specifications
Size: .25″(6.35 mm) x 12″(304.8 mm)
x 1.5″(38.1 mm)

Material: snow-plow tough
polyurethane

Color: glossy black finish

Life expectancy: 10 years plus

Benefits
Protects against steep driveways,
parking blocks and pothole
damage.

Universal design fits virtually any
car bumper

Fast and easy installation

No drilling or hardware required

Can be removed without any
damage



One size fits all designed to fit any bumper*

The ultimate bumper lip protector kit

Prevents scrapes and scuffs spoiling the look of your vehicle

Sturdy, high-performance Polyurethane construction

Drill-free application – simply stick and go

Includes super strength 3M double sided adhesive

Easily removable and won’t pull away your paintwork

EZ Glide reduces contact surface area by over 50%

10 pieces per box / Average bumper requires 6-8 pieces

Unit size: .25″(6.35 mm) x 12″(304.8 mm) x 1.5″(38.1 mm)

SLIPLO UNIVERSAL SKID PLATE GALLERY

With over 4 years of extensive research and development, SLIPLO has been built to last under 

the toughest conditions.

SLIPLO’s proprietary Polyurethane formulation has been specially formulated for maximum 

cold temperature flexibility, excellent wear performance, high tear strength, and excellent 

hydrolysis resistance.

Combined with tough as nail 3M double sided adhesive tape, featuring excellent adhesion to 

traditional automotive paint systems and excellent resistance to impact in cold weather.

With no drilling and no damage to the paint, SLIPLO universal skid plate is trusted to protect 

some of the rarest and most expensive cars in the world. See images of the Sliplo Universal 

Skid Plate on some of these cars, below.

Look through our comprehensive collection of body kits & ground effects right away.

https://www.carid.com/body-kits.html

